
Borgue Meeting notes 25th April 2016 

 

Hi all this is just a quick debrief from previous meeting. 

 

• Ideas were discussed again  

• Project outcomes preferred as follows; Borgue from the sea, images taken from a boat 

and/or a drone 

• Imaging and film placed in an exhibition in Borgue 

• An interactive map to show the special places, stories, images, tales, archaeology, etc in and 

around Borgue, in which all aspects of the locals’ interests can be added 

• Suggestion of old photos layered with new in the exhibition including changes in landscape 

and Knockbrex 

• A new website will be made to host this map primarily for the PLACE project outcomes 

• Lynsay has expressed this is a long-term project outcome, which is a great focus, but the 

group need to think of what they would like to spend £1000 before the end of June for phase 

1 

• Creative writing days, poems from locals and school involvement 

 

Actions: 

• Forum up and running and users added and details sent  

• Debrief for the drone experts drafted  

• Drone experts contacted  

• Drone filing legislations checked out and shared  

• Local artists and musicians contacted  

• Land use maps info shared  

• Google maps and data layers explored 

• Work with Nic Coombey on some coastal walks linked to mapping  

 

 

Next meeting 9th May 6.30pm at the Borgue Hall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Useful info from emails: 

 

From Rachel Lucas  

The link to the 'zoomable' map with  

all the information is here: make sure you tick both the Canmore Record  

and Historic Environment Record boxes on the left. https://pastmap.org.uk 

 

The National Library of Scotland website which has a huge resource of  

maps, which you can search and view side by side is here:  

https://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=13&lat=54.8248&lon=-4.1656&layers=5&b=1 

 

Also attached is Ann's map of field names around Margrie. 

 

 

From Donald Tait: An interest in Borgue building history and stories, would integrate nicely into 

website and old photos with new idea.  

EXAMPLE 

 

https://pastmap.org.uk/
https://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=13&lat=54.8248&lon=-4.1656&layers=5&b=1


One building featured in the booklet will be the private residence known as the "Soup Kitchen", so 

this in this part, I will include details about the Kitchen such as when it functioned, how it was 

funded, who the staff were, what kind of meals were provided, the numbers of local children 

attending, their reaction to the food etc.  Source of information for this will include materials such as 

School Log books, newspaper articles, previously published books, official reports etc. This will be 

backed up with information gleaned from talking to local people themselves, some of whom are able 

to remember attending the Kitchen (it actually closed in 1948), or who can recall being told about it 

by their relatives. It is perhaps this latter aspect that will produce the most direct engagement with 

the community and so hopefully give the booklet direct relevance and impact. 

 

From John Shields; 

TODAY! The Beach Walk at Kirkandrews, led by Jim and Pauline Logan will take place on Monday, 

6th May, starting from Kirkandrews Kirk at 3 p.m. 

Amazing works done so far by Johns Shields: 

Here are a couple of links to my personal Borgue projects. These have been created as a way to 
gather together a lot of different information sources about the Borgue area. I wanted to avoid 
copying existing information as much as possible so the “Borgueopedia” site includes many links to 
existing information that is already available on the Internet. 
  
Borgueopedia (https://www.craigcottage.org/borgueopedia/) is a collection of web pages with 
information about many aspects of the landscape, people and activities in the Borgue area. 
  
The Borgue map interface (https://www.craigcottage.org/borguemap/) is a very good way of 
providing links to a variety of different types of information. My Borgue map has all of the houses 
and farms in Borgue along with information about footpaths, historical and geographical sites and 
even the coverage of fibre broadband in the area. Hover over any of the symbols to see the name of 
the item or click on it to get more detailed information. You can switch between a satellite view and 
the Ordnance Survey map using the control in the top left corner. This concept could easily be 
extended to include many other forms of information such as images, audio and video files. 
  
Notes from Alan James: Poems ideas would also integrate into maps! 

One point - I take it the boundary is that of the present Parish Council area? I note that it excludes 

the northern wedge of the Civil Parish as shown on the 1st ed OS map, which included Conchieton, 

Gaitgill, Littleton and - perhaps most importantly - Tannymaas, home of William Nicholson, the 

Galloway Bard, who (quite rightly) does appear in the list of Borgue people.  

While I don't find any poem referring directly to Borgue in the works of Nicholson, I do think John 

Mactaggart's entry for Borgue in 'The Scottish Gallovidian Encyclopaedia' (n.b. that's the correct 

title), with its splendid ode on 'The Parish of Borgue', deserves a place or at least a link in the 

Borgueopedia. If you haven't got the book, you can find it in a Google preview at 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=2cURAAAAIAAJ&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q=Borgue&f

=false And if you think itwould be useful, I could have shot at scanning my copy (which is just a 

working reprint, not a valuable 1st edition) 

 

 

https://www.craigcottage.org/borgueopedia/
https://www.craigcottage.org/borguemap/
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=2cURAAAAIAAJ&printsec=frontcover%23v=onepage&q=Borgue&f=false%20
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=2cURAAAAIAAJ&printsec=frontcover%23v=onepage&q=Borgue&f=false%20


Response from HES from Johns enquiry about the release of data layers for project 

Dear Mr Shields, 
Thank you for your enquiry about accessing data. You can download Canmore data directly from our 
website. The search and download facility is currently not the most intuative so I will talk you through 
it below: 
Using the Canmore website https://canmore.org.uk/ click the Search option from the menu at the top 
of the page. This will open the Search screen. 
Scroll down to the NGR field in the lower half of the page. We can’t currently search on Borgue parish 
but we can undertake a search of the wider area and then filter on the parish. 
In NGR type a centrepoint for Borgue (I went with NX 630 485) and a radius of 6000. This will search 
for all Canmore records within this area: 
 
On the Search Results page, select Borgue from the Parish picklist. This will then filter the results to 
only those that fall within Borgue parish. 
You can download these into a spreadsheet (or kml format) using the csv download button at the 
button of the search results screen. 
  
This will allow you to load the data into a GIS. 
The Designations data set can also be downloaded from our 
portal: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/downloads 
For more information on the HER data, please contact Andrew Nicholson, the local authority 
archaeologist: https://pastmap.org.uk/her-participation 
If you need additional data or need us to undertake a more complex search, we can also provide this. 
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require more information or assitance. 
Best regards, 
Leanne McCafferty 
Leanne McCafferty |Data Projects Manager |Survey and Recording 
Historic Environment Scotland | Àrainneachd Eachdraidheil Alba 
John Sinclair House, 16 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh, EH8 9NX 
T: 0131 651 6741 
E: leanne.mccafferty@hes.scot 
  
www.historicenvironment.scot  
  
 

Carl and John have been busy with the website!  

Carl and I have set up the discussion forum links on the PLACE web site. For the initial setup I have 

three forums: 

• Suggestions – General discussions about the PLACE project 

• Place Names – Specifics about field names and other place names 

• Coastal Images – The project to collect images and other media associated with the Borgue 

coast 

• Additional forums can be added any time – let me know if you have more suggestions 

To interact with the forums people need to log in to the web site so I am setting up user accounts for 

all of the people in the PLACE project. 

The login page is now: http://borguecommunity.org.uk/index.php/home/login 

 

From Catherine Murray  

I would like to share an idea - hopefully at the next meeting but wanted to let you 
know anyway in case its on a date I can't manage. 

https://canmore.org.uk/
http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/downloads
https://pastmap.org.uk/her-participation
mailto:leanne.mccafferty@hes.scot
http://www.historicenvironment.scot/
http://borguecommunity.org.uk/index.php/home/login


How about planting some trees for the local community during national tree planting 
week in November? 
Trees are beautiful as well as essential and it would be a positive step towards 
helping with climate change and protecting the biosphere. 
You can get a grant for up to 80% towards tree planting costs in certain 
circumstances such as community projects. Closing date for applications this year is 
16th May. 
https://www.treecouncil.org.uk/Grants 
 

 

From Alan James: 

Thanks again to Rachel for the copy of Ann's map of field-names on Margrie farm. I attach 
some notes of my thoughts about these names. Their location is particularly interesting to 
me for two reasons - the neighbouring Lennox Plunton was the birthplace and home of John 
Mactaggart, whose wonderful Scottish Gallovidian Encyclopaedia is a treasure-trove of 
information about local life and lore in the early 19th century; and I already have the map 
that Ian Fraser made of field-names on the adjacent Rainton farm when he interviewed 
James Finlay in the early 1980s - as you'll see, I suggest the names Margrie and Rainton, and 
even 'Mare' in four of the field-names, might have something to do with being on the parish 
boundary. 
 
Thanks also to John for the link to the website and forum. I've tried to upload the notes I put 
together on place-names in Borgue Parish in the apporpriate section of the forum, but get a 
message that the pdf (just over 1MB) exceeds the extension limit; as a WordDoc it's much 
lighter in bytes, only 54 KB, but it doesn't seem possible to upload in that form. Could you 
tell me what the extension limit is, please John? I could probably divide the document into 
more manageable pdfs, or maybe some other way could be found to put those notes (and 
these ones on the Margie field-names) onto the forum? 
 
See attachment for Margrie farm info: 

 

From Laura Derby: 

Thank you for your lovely reply email William, 
 
I have copied everyone in (I hope) to let each know the possibilities of using material 
from Marginal Movements.  The next best move is to let everyone hear what we are 
talking about! So I have just bought two copies of Marginal Movements from your 
website. One to share with the group and a copy for a lovely friend of mine in 
Edinburgh who yearns for countryside.   
 
If, once everyone has experienced Marginal Moments and if the project wishes to 
move forward with using parts for the website, we can all collaborate then on the 
finer detail.  I look forward to that. Apparently there's a man called 'Dab Hand' who 
expertly flies a Drone - I hope he gets the job!  This is getting interesting 

https://www.treecouncil.org.uk/Grants


William!  Shall I ask for you to be included in future PLACE project emails? So you 
may keep up with progress? 
 

From Anna Johnston  

Here is the link to the interactive map of Barra that I mentioned at our meeting last 
week. The map ‘contains’ stories, sound, video, photos, etc  collected under different 
themes. 
http://www.mappingthesea.net/barra/ 
 

From Alistair Hamilton: 

Drone Flight Objectives 

• To produce an edited film to use on website to show people the character of the Borgue 

peninsula. 

o Show parts of the coast and inland features that are difficult to access on foot. 

o Show items of interest that are not obvious when on regularly-used roads or paths. 

o Show the variety of the land and coast (at what state of tide?) 

▪ Ross Bay 

▪ Brighouse Bay 

▪ Little Ross and the lighthouse 

▪ Islands of Fleet 

▪ Castle Haven and Coo Palace 

o Can an aerial perspective show how the villages and settlements fit into the 

landscape? 

o Can the whole of the Borgue parish be shown in one wide-perspective shot? 

• It is only in the last 100 years or so that most people would have approached the Borgue 

peninsula from the land. Could video taken from a drone flying close to the shore give some 

impression of how people travelling in coastal vessels would have seen the peninsula? 

o How would people have approached the land? What might be the first things that 

they saw? 

• Video captured during a drone flight could generate still and moving images to be used as 

source material to help people produce artistic work. 

From Rachel Lucas: 

I've made contact with the local Rock Art group (see below). 

Is there anyone else with a particular interest in the rock art, before I respond to 
Lisa?  

Many thanks 

Rachel 

 
Hi Rachel, thanks for your email.  It would be interesting to know more about the 
project you are involved in and also if there are any particular sites near the village 

http://www.mappingthesea.net/barra/


that your group where interested in that we are not aware off.  I have forwarded your 
email to the rest of  the local Kirkcudbright group and also to the project overseers ( 
HES) in Edinburgh.  Was there a particular months/ day /time that you meet up or 
had in mind for an event?  We should be having a meeting soon of our wee group, 
so we can discuss this amongst us, if you don't mind bearing with us for a while. 
Best wishes, 
Lisa 
  
P.s my telephone number is 01557 331375 or 07751 878503, if you would like to talk 
about this, sometimes it's just easier than emails. 
  
 

 


